Dear Friend of Possibility Management,

The 2020 / 2021 Pandemonium certainly does not seem to be losing any momentum… And yet, Possibilitators around the world have learned so much about how to connect globally in highly functional Teams, how to powerfully deliver online Rage Club, Rage Club Spaceholder Training, Fear Club, Fear Club Spaceholder Training, Emotional Healing Processes (EHP), Gremlin Transformation, Adult Ego State Decontaminations, White Widow Healing (for any gender), WorkTalks, Workshops and Expand The Box Trainings.

The PM Events Telegram Group is an open space for discovering what is going on and for offering your Nonmaterial Value. Here is the Telegram link to join: https://t.me/joinchat/QdJfMDqA4Qjkh5pa. This group’s purpose is to inform each other about PM related events happening.

Please also put your PM Events in the Possibility Management Team Up Calendar here: https://teamup.com/ksqigc5yvcag3dordv.
The Telegram Group from the ‘Radiant Joy Brilliant Love / Building Love That Lasts’ Study Group that went for 70 sessions and read through 200 pages of Clinton Callahan’s book together is still thriving as a lively interaction platform. People ask for and give possibility, share their research, and celebrate their gold. We have renamed the Telegram Group to ‘Possibility Creation Village’. You can join it if you like from this Telegram link: https://t.me/+ViEuN7pEHicSDlCv

The EHP Collaboration Telegram Group is a thriving gateway platform to ask for, provide, and witness Emotional Healing Processes at any time of day or night thanks to the global Team of EHP Spaceholders. You can join the Telegram Group by clicking on the following link: http://t.me/joinchat/WC5Px3vhJLpGU-Cz

We have been able to invite so many more people than ever before to play full out with us building and inhabiting Archearchy. For example, the 2021 Portugal Expand The Box training and Possibility Village Lab and Intimacy Journeyer Lab, AND the Brazil Expand The Box training each had over forty participants! Now the Brazilians are organizing to have one-hundred participants in their next Expand The Box training in 2022!

Another example is excitement about the emerging Bridge-Houses and the Possibilitator Specialty trainings such as Possibility Coaching Training.

A Possibilitator Specialty that is particularly close to our hearts is Gremlin Transformation followed by Adult Ego State Decontaminations. Imagine trying to do Authentic Adulthood Healing and Initiatory processes if your Adult Ego State is dominated by your Gremlin Ego State, or your Child Ego State. In short, you would not have the freedom of movement needed to evolve or grow up, because your Gremlin or Child Ego State would block it for you. After Gremlin Transformation and Decontaminations, the changes activated in PM Trainings integrate more successfully.

How about you? What is your next step in delivering your Nonmaterial Value? Have you been distilling the Nonmaterial Value that you are so that you can deliver it? This discovery is fun and a perfect challenge to do together with your 3Cell or Possibility Team. Use group intelligence to clarify and empower each person’s practical ability to deliver their Archearchal nonmaterial currency.

Conscious Anger is needed to Practice. If you need more Conscious Anger, Rage Club could be the answer.

Conscious Fear is needed to Navigate Space. If you need more Conscious Fear, Fear Club could be perfect for you.

We are so excited to roll into 2022, inventing new Archearchy spaces to inhabit together. There is unlimited nonmaterial space. Think about it. This is a huge invitation to you and your friends to create the world you would love to live in. We look so much forward to developing collaborations with you. Thousands of new
Possibilitator Specialties need to be invented and trained. We are rich beyond imagination, rich with a Treasure that grows by giving it away. Can you help us give it away?

You want a Santa Claus’ bag full of gifts? Roll through http://spaceport.mystrikingly.com and see what new surprises await you! And tell your friends! There is plenty to go around.

We wish you ecstatic evolutions in the New Year!

Love from your PM Newsletter Team

- Two upcoming 'Gremlin' work spaces -

**Own Your Underworld**

**A 6-week Gremlin-Transformation Journey**

- Build your Gremlin Diet
- Discover your Gremlin's Hidden Talents
- Distinguish Box, Being, & Gremlin
- Heal the 'Gremlin IS BAD' MEME

6 weeks • 5 meetings • 3Cells • EHP Dojo

SUNDAYS Jan 9 - Feb 20 • 5-7:30 UTC-0

€/$120 - 240

To register, email: devingleeson4@gmail.com

This 6-week training is designed to radically shift your relation to Gremlin while preparing you for the work of decontaminating your Adult Ego State.

Discover what your Gremlin unconsciously feeds on. Put your Gremlin on a diet, and receive ongoing feedback and coaching in this process. Distinguish between your Gremlin, your Box, and your Being to better understand yourself. Practice using a 3Cell to support your healing and transformation on this journey. Give your Gremlin High-Level Fun tasks that serve your Purpose and the world.

**Requirements**: ETB or Rage Club.

**When**: 9 Jan to 20 Feb, 9-11:30am PST.

**Spaceholders**: Devin Gleeson
Investment: sliding scale €/$ 120-280.

To register: contact Devin Gleeson at devingleeson4@gmail.com.

You might notice that you don’t know how to relate to a partner other than by trying to manipulate them with your sexual energy.
You might experience an addiction to the excitement, the enhancement of your life force when a desirable person relates with you.
You might think that you definitely are not a White Widow, as you control your sexual energy thoroughly.
You might notice that together with your joy comes this sweet seductive smile into your face, which enlivens you and the space and makes it so much fun to play with you.
Everything fun in life is entangled with your sexual energy.
You might feel strong resistance to look deeper at your White Widow pattern, because you don’t want to give up the sweetness. Never.

This Research Team is a start in your journey to undo the White Widow strategy and transform into another way of Being with others.

When: 8, 15, 22 January and 5 February. Note the break on 29 January.
8-10am CET
8-10pm NZDT

Spaceholders: Susanne Hutzler and Julia Neumann

Exchange: €80-120 / $120-200 sliding scale

To register: https://forms.gle/MeNdyZpUkqwQccTE6

You may unsubscribe or change your contact details at any time.